
Introduction
The Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport, through Saskatchewan’s provincial parks, maintain more than 1,300 kilometers of core area pathways,

water routes and trails used for hiking, backpacking, cross-country skiing, single-track mountain biking, snowmobiling, all-terrain vehicles (ATV)

and interpretive hikes. These trails are considered as infrastructures and need to be built and maintained to a best-practice or standard. The

unofficial purpose of the trails program is to ensure Saskatchewan’s provincial park trails will be safe, sustainably designed, built and maintained

to provide a positive visitor experience that nurtures the physical, social, cultural and over-all well-being of all users.

What is the Current State of the Trails Program: Provincial parks have seen a significant increase in visitation over the past decade, increasing by

more than 30% since 2007.  Demand for trails in provincial parks remains high. Trail use continues to be one of the most popular activities among

park visitors and access to trails is one of the most important amenities that people are looking for when choosing an outdoor recreation

vacation destination in Saskatchewan1,2. 

Trails are built with financial assistance from park operating budgets and capital funding. Third party funding support for trail projects is usually

initiated by PCS staff and directed through construction to the end of the project; Relations with these parties are maintained by PCS staff to

insure support with on-going maintenance and future projects. The trails are constructed utilizing a combination of park, contracted and

volunteer labour. They are maintained by park staff and volunteers. Some of the key functions of the trails program include:

● Enhancing trail opportunities for existing users and to attract new users.
● Building new trails using capital funding from Infrastructure and Capital Planning (ICP) Branch.
● Providing professional development to park staff on building and maintaining sustainable trails.
● Providing operations staff in parks with technical support and advice on trail related issues.
● Liaising with trail organizations in Saskatchewan and other jurisdictions across Canada.
● Supporting volunteers to build and maintain trails in Provincial Parks.

1 Tourism Saskatchewan and Ministry of Parks, Culture and Sport Outdoor Recreation Report (February 2018)
2 2017 Camper Survey Module-C: Outdoor Recreation and Camping



Background on the Trail Capital and Spending Process

a. Trail Capital

Capital infrastructure spending for trails is part of the Capital Planning Branch’s Recreational Facilities Upgrade Program.  This allocation is

intended for upgrades or expansions, not maintenance.  Priorities are compiled and evaluated by the Trails Specialist from Infrastructure and

Capital Planning (ICP) Branch, and are then put forward as part of the budget submission process.  At this time ICP is in the revisiting the

process for identifying, submitting and evaluating trail capital projects as part of a multi-year planning process. Implementation of a trail

project completed in cooperation with project managers, maintenance staff and often with volunteers and outside agencies (Federal

Government, NGOs, NFPs, etc.).

b. Asset Management Tools and Objectives

In 2016, the ICP branch implemented an enterprise asset management system for provincial park infrastructure. Using condition ratings and
lifecycle cost tracking, the current state and needs of the park system’s asset portfolio were illustrated, allowing the ministry to better justify
future capital program funding requests.  The system serves as an inventory and asset map for park staff to utilize in planning maintenance
and upgrade projects as part of their regular operations.

The trail network in the provincial park system is considered by the ICP branch to be a collection of assets of notable value and thus needs to

be inventoried and tracked for capital planning purposes. Trails typically consist of various hard and soft surfaced pathways, platforms,

bridges, signs, toilet buildings and benches that all have a replacement value and service life.  In an effort to better track these anticipated

costs and to better understand this asset class’ overall value, ICP branch hopes to utilize the ministry’s asset management system to

inventory the park system’s trail network.  To accomplish this task, information including trail length, surface type and quantity of various trail

features will need to be collected, along with estimated age and other characteristics that affect the trail’s life-cycle.

Factors that Threaten the Success or Sustainability of the Program

The Sustainable Trail Experience Model (SEE ATTACHED DOCUMENT) was created as a gap-analysis tool to thoroughly examine external and

internal elements involved in creating and maintaining a safe and sustainable trail experience, from inception through to construction as well as

on-going maintenance. The absence of elements may reveal potential threats the success and sustainability of the trail program. The model was

designed by researching and analyzing the existing policies, and best practices while foundational insight was gained through an archival and

literature review outlined in Appendix 1.
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The model has two components, Trail Strategy and Trail Operations.

Trail Strategy

focuses on the elements and information required in the planning and design of a trail experience.

Trail Operations

focuses on the physical trail, related infrastructure and what is required to build and maintain.

Further background information on: motorized trails, snowmobile use and volunteers can be found in Appendix 3.

Program Structure

Factors Identified by Park Staff (as per survey results)

In January 2019 a survey of Regional Directors, Park Managers and Maintenance Supervisors with undertaken to provide a better understanding

of the top three areas of focus related to the trail network in their provincial parks.

Trained Trail Maintenance Staff

There are officially more than 1,300 KM of trails in Saskatchewan’s provincial parks. In order to maintain a positive and safe visitor trail

experience it is essential to have trained trail maintenance staff and volunteers.

Trails are maintained by park maintenance staff often in cooperation with local volunteers. Most of the mountain bike, running and some

cross-country ski experiences in parks would not be available to the public without the dedicated support of these volunteers. Working with

volunteers requires park staff taking the time to build and maintain relationships and create trust with these user groups. Not always, but often,

volunteer support depletes, causing gaps in maintenance.
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Signage and Mapping

Effective signage and mapping is essential for a safe and positive trail experience. If trails are not signed properly, it poses a potential risk to the

public. Management of sign assets requires a detailed inventory and maintenance program.  Asset Management System are an excellent tool for

managing signs and related infrastructure.

Enforcement Resources

Insufficient enforcement on park trails can contribute to misuse of and accelerated deterioration of trails and sensitive natural areas. For

example, significant damage is caused by driving 4x4 vehicles on the back-country, snowmobile and ski trails in the winter. This ultimately

negatively impacts the trail experience for all users and needs to be managed in certain areas.

Maintenance Equipment

Many trail tools are also usable in general park maintenance but added wear from trail work can lead to earlier replacement. Providing park

maintenance staff with additional training and access to specialized equipment would be a cost-effective way to improve the public trail network.

These tools would include: hand-tools such as McLeods, Pulaskis, hand-held clinometers and more expensive mini-excavators, special trimmers

and heavy mowers.

Performance Measures

Information on trail users and use was gathered, through the use of electronic trail counters and surveys. It was then disseminated to provide

support for financial and staff investments into trails.

Park Trail Advisory Committee - pTAC

pTAC was created in January 2020 and is led by the Trail specialist for ICP Branch with one representative from each of the five regions. A

Regional Director will be added to insure information flows upwards. Unit directors will have the opportunity to participate in meetings.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

Archival Review Saskatchewan Parks Trail Literature

● Recommended Guidelines for the Recreational Use of Snowmobiles and other All-Terrain Vehicle on Public Lands, Park Planning Branch department of

Natural Resources August 1971

● Project: Trail Plans for Provincial Parks’ September 26, 1978

● Trail Standards Manual for the Department of Northern Saskatchewan (Draft) March 1978

● Saskatchewan Trail Standard Manual 1978

● Breakdown of Winter Maintenance Costs 1982 – 1984

● Memorandum: Mountain Bike Pilot Cypress Hills – September 28,29,1985

● Saskatchewan Park System Hiking Opportunities, December 1985

● Interpretive Trail Standards Manual 1988

● Self-Interpreting Trail Development Capital Funding Proposal 1988

● Canoe Routes Pamphlets #s 1 – 57, Last update in the 1990s

● Mountain Biking on Saskatchewan Parks Land 1990

● Trail Guidelines Cross-Country Ski October 1992 (very brief 4 pages)

● Provincial Park Resource Management and recreational Activities Guidelines, Saskatchewan Parks and Special Places Branch August 2000

● Snowmobiling in Saskatchewan: A Study of the Groomed Trail System and Trail Permit Program in Saskatchewan August 31, 2001 Price-Water-House

Coopers

● Lac La Ronge Provincial Park Backcountry Field Work on Canoe Routes 6 and 11: September 12 – 16, 2008

● National Trails Roundtable - Summary Report November 2010

● Inspiring Recreation: A Premier Western Destination – White Track Trails Master Plan, Buffalo Pound Provincial Park March 3, 2014

Bibliography

● Trail Specification Guidelines, Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Trail Council 2002

● Pathways to Success: Strategy for Trail Development in Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan Trails Association, January 2009

● Risk and recreational Lands, 2011 by D.R. Wyseman

● Risk and Recreation, 2010 By: D.R. Wyseman

● Bureau of Land Management Sign Guidebook, December 20014

● Trail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Single track, International Mountain Bicycling Association
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● Managing Mountain Biking: IMBA’s Guide to Providing Great Riding, International Mountain Bicycling Association

● Guide to Sustainable Mountain Trails: Trail Assessment, Planning & Design Sketchbook, 2007 edition

● The Meewasin Trail Study: Connecting People to Places, November 2014

● Campbell v. Bruce (County) No. 3538 2015 ONSC 230 Court File No.: 62393 Ontario Superior Court of Justice M.A. Garson J. Heard: September 10-12,

15, 16, 18 and 22, 2014. Judgment: January 16, 2015.

Appendix 3

Structural Analysis

a. The Role of Volunteers and Stewardship in Maintaining Park Trails

Engaging user-groups for trail maintenance and development has become an essential component in sustaining many of the trails in

Saskatchewan’s Provincial Parks. These dedicated volunteer trail stewards work tirelessly building, maintaining and grooming park trails. Park

managers and their staff spend considerable time in developing, maintaining positive and constructive relationships with volunteers.

b. Recreational All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) Use in Provincial parks

ATV trails are one of the most challenging types of trails to build, maintain and enforce regulations. The use of ATVs, motocross bikes and 4 x

4 vehicles present major challenges to the park system due to the accelerated degradation, especially in wet or in winter, causing unsafe trail

conditions. Unapproved trail use is difficult to enforce.

c. Snowmobile Trails in Provincial Parks

Snowmobiling is a very popular activity in Saskatchewan’s provincial parks. Presently there 420 KM of trails in Duck Mountain Provincial Park

and Greenwater Lake Provincial Park maintained by Park Operations staff; and an excess of 400 KM of snowmobile trails within park

boundaries that are maintained by the Saskatchewan Snowmobile Association (SSA). All of the connector trails leading up to provincial park

boundaries are maintained by the SSA. The SSA and Saskatchewan Parks has benefit from a positive working relationship.

Appendix 5 - PROPOSED

VISION, STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF TRAILS IN SASKATCHEWAN PARKS 2016
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Trails in Saskatchewan Parks: The Vison, Strategic Directions and Guiding Principles provide a framework for identifying the strengths and

addressing the challenges in the provincial park trail network; and allows for staff to set achievable goals and actions.

Vision of Trails in Saskatchewan Parks - Saskatchewan’s provincial parks trails will be safe, sustainably designed, built and maintained to provide

a positive visitor experience that nurtures the physical, social, cultural, health and over-all well-being of all users.

Strategic Directions

1. Connecting park visitors to the natural and cultural heritage of Saskatchewan through a varied network of safe and enjoyable trail
experiences;

2. A trail systems framework that provides adequate resources for: planning, continual maintenance, up-grades, risk assessment, staff
professional development and communication of information to the public;

3. Continued developing and maintaining strategic partnerships with user groups and volunteers for on-going trail stewardship,
maintenance, building and facilitation of park based events;

4. Resource management principles for planning of trail systems to conserve and protect park ecosystems, cultural\historic resources and
species-at-risk.

Guiding Principles -The development of a sustainable trail network is the result of diligent planning and collaboration with park staff, user

groups, and interested parties.  Sustainable trail development should follow established best practices and be based on the four Guiding

Principles of:

1. Protects Park Resources
2. Meets the needs of its users while providing a safe and positive experience (Exposes the public to the experience)
3. Requires minimal on-going maintenance
4. Minimizes conflict between different types of users
5. Engages users as trail stewards

The Trail - Risk Analysis, Assessment and Management

Recreation is an essential element of Saskatchewan Park’s mandate. The public is invited to provincial parks to hike, bike, boat and recreate,
which by the nature of these activities, pose inherent risks that can never be fully mitigated. As managers of this Crown land, the Ministry of
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Parks, Culture and Sport have an obligation to mitigate risk, promote public safety and a duty to warn of inherent risk. Reasonable care may
include the following:

• Keeping the trail and related structures properly maintained
• Inspecting the trails and related infrastructure for potential hazards
• Removing hazards or warning of their presence and nature
• Anticipating foreseeable uses and activities by users and taking reasonable precautions to protect users from foreseeable dangers
• Conducting operations on the premises with reasonable care for the safety of the user
● Creating response plans to deals with incidents including evacuation.

The fundamental purpose for risk management is to prevent risk from occurring, or reduce exposure to hazard. Management of risk is a

consistent thread that should be built into all trail planning, development, management, communication and maintenance.  The

Development of a risk management program is a means to increase safety while demonstrating the exercise of reasonable care.

Prior to implementation of risk management plans and procedures at the park level a great deal generic material would have to be

developed and reviewed that includes: operating procedures, inspection schedules and logs, record keeping forms, and protocols for staff

training. Each park would then have to modify the documents to suit their needs and be equally supported by adequate funding and

allocation of staff time.
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